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Antenna America 

"American Craft Beer Magic"

Antenna America gets to Yokohama, best from the flavors of American

craft beer. There are 8 taps of beer and an elaborate variety of bottles and

cans to choose from. The impeccable selection of the beers that are

served here, the tasty food consisting of burgers, ribs, chicken and more,

the relaxed vibe of the place, the amazing Foosball table and the music

are what make Antenna America worth visiting time and again.

 +81 45 315 5228  www.antenna-

america.com/

 info@antenna-america.com  5-4 Yoshidamachi, Yoshida

Building, 5th & 6th Floors,

Yokohama

 by In The Making Studio on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Bayview Sky Lounge & Restaurant 

"Continental High"

Known for its international food, with French being the focus, the Bay

View has become a favored continental gourmet experience since its

opening in 1998. This exclusive restaurant seats only 44, which means

nearly everyone will have an unobstructed view of the Yokohama harbor.

A nice feature is the open kitchen so that one can actually see the dishes

being prepared. Customers appreciate the plush carpeting, candlelight,

and recessed lighting, perfect for seeing the twinkling lights of the bay.

 +81 45 411 1111  www.marriott.co.jp/hotels/travel/tyo

ys-yokohama-bay-sheraton-hotel-

and-towers/

 1-3-23 Kitasaiwai, Yokohama Bay

Sheraton Hotel & Towers, Yokohama

 by SocialButterflyMMG   

Spring Valley Brewery 

"Craft Beer At Its Best"

Spring Valley Brewery not only fulfils your liquid appetite with some

amazing craft beer, but also takes you through Japan's beer history. They

brew six different types of beer, all of them so colorful and so flavourful.

They have the Jazzberry, a fruit beer made from raspberry, with a lovely

ruby colour and an invigorating taste. The Afterdark, a dark beer, bitter

but smooth, should be tried if you're a beer connoisseur. They have

established pairings of food to go with the beer, so binge in some amazing

cuisines of the world along with the brews. Spring Valley Brewery is

where you experience fine craft beer with fine food.

 +81 45 506 3013  springvalleybrewery.jp/yokohama/  1-17-1 Namamugi, Kirin Beer Yokohama

Factory, Yokohama
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